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Description

1.1

Produce a profile of a selected small
business identifying its strengths
and weaknesses

1.2

2.1

2.2

Carry out an analysis of the
business using comparative
measures of performance
Recommend with justification,
appropriate actions to overcome the
identified weaknesses in the
business
Analyses ways in which existing
performance could be maintained
and strengthened

2.3

Recommend with justification, new
areas in which the business can be
expanded

3.1

Produce an assessment of existing
business objectives and plans

3.2

Revise business plans to incorporate
appropriate changes

3.3

Prepare an action plan to implement
the changes

4.1

Report on the impact of the
proposed changes on the business
and its personnel

4.2

Plan how the changes will be
managed in the business

4.3

Monitor improvements in the
performance of the business over a
given time scale

M1

M2

Comment

An effective approach to study and
research has been applied (student has
selected a small business and discussed
its comparative measures of
performance appropriately)
Relevant theories and techniques have
been applied and a range of sources of
information has been used
(basic theories of analysis such as
SWOT, five forces model,
benchmarking, ratio analysis, key
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performance indicators, business model
understood correctly)

M3

D1

D2

D3

The appropriate structure and
approach has been used and a range of
methods of presentation have been used
and technical language has been
accurately used
(Communicate the finding in an
appropriate report format with valid
Harvard references.)
Realistic improvements have been
proposed against defined
characteristics for success
(The student should suggest realistic
improvements for the business)
Substantial activities, projects or
investigations have been
planned, managed and organized
(Cover an adequate depth in all
learning outcomes)
Effective thinking has taken place in
unfamiliar contexts.
(the student has been able to identify
the possible impact of change and plan
how to manage such change at a
reasonable depth )

Assessors Name
Signature
Student Feedback Response

Date

I received the feedback and have a thorough understanding on it.
Signature of the Student: ……………………….

Date: ……………….
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Executive summary

Small and medium scale enterprises contribute more on country GDP and can be identified
under almost all the industries which owned to the private, government or semi government
sector. There are many practices and policies have developed uniquely for SME s. Those
policies can be seen in accounting, financing and personal management. As well as most of
these enterprises come up with many difficulties due to productivity issues.
This report discuss in-depth analysis on Sri Lanka’s major SME company which represent the
cable manufacturing industry known as XYZ PLC. Further discuss the solutions to minimize
weaknesses and maintain strengths while providing revised business plan to increase the
business performance.
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Task 1
Profile of the selected small business

XYZ Ltd is a small business enterprise in Sri Lanka. It is a company which alters to the
electronic and electrical category of small and medium scale enterprises. XYZ Ltd was
founded in 1969 as a substitute manufacturing company for wire importing companies. Drawn
wires were initially manufactured in XYZ . The company was first incorporated as a quoted
public company in 1973 and involved in manufacturing power cables, winding wires and
telecommunication cables. (XYZ Ltd, 2014)
The XYZ Ltd initially operated as a subsidiary of the pacific Dunlop cables group of Australia.
But after 1996 it became to a Sri Lanka fully owned company. But the company was highly
benefited from previous existence as a subsidiary of an international company. Management
system and technology of XYZ was upgraded to international standards by the Pacific Dunlop
cables group. In 1999, XYZ Ltd was acquired by ACL cables group which considers as the
largest cables manufacturing company in Sri Lanka. The company’s vision is to “be a house
for special cables”. (XYZ Ltd, 2014)
XYZ Ltd involves in producing various range of products under above main three categories.
Company sells their products in local markets as well as in foreign markets such as SAARC
region, African continents, Middle East, Australia and European transformer manufacturers are
also an indirect market for Kelani winding wires.
The company focuses on producing those products according to internationally recognized
quality standards. Company use quality raw material which import from world renowned
suppliers after having preproduction quality test. Company has acquired range of modern
machinery that has designed by world reputed designers. And also company has established
proper quality system including Japanese best quality practices such as 5S, Kaizen and quality
circles. (XYZ Ltd, 2014)
Kelani products produce not only by complying with Sri Lankan standards (SLS), International
electro technical commission standards (IEC), British standards, Japanese industrial standards,
Indian standards and customer standards.
Safety is highly concerned feature by customers regarding cables and it is prominent in cable
manufacturing industry. So it has established quality policy including safety standards. Quality
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policy of the company is “Satisfy the customer’s needs by consistently producing and providing
the safest cables, conductors, and enameled winding wires with the heartfelt cooperation and
participation of our employees whilst continually improving the quality management system”.
Company has obtained awards and certifications to certify the product and process quality.
Underwriters’ laboratory certifications have received by Kelani Enamel wires. As well as the
Kelani cable is the leading manufacturing company for producing enameled copper winding
wires. And also the company has certified by ISO 9001, 14001and Soorya singhe logo which
is awarded by Mawbima Lanka padanama for locally manufactured products and boosting
country’s economy.(Healeas, at all ,2010)
Company consists with multitalented workforce and motivates them through properly
established induction and orientation process, leadership development initiative and attractive
reward scheme. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
XYZ Ltd is a member of international wire and machinery manufacturing association.
Company can obtain more benefits exceed cost of becoming a member of the organization.
IWMA assists cable manufacturing companies worldwide by creating an opportunity to
perform in line with international cable manufacturing companies by providing regular
meetings and excellent reference material from its library and exchange of technology. Not
only that but also it provides financial support through IWMA educational trust fund.
By referring the history and the profile of the company it is able to come up with descriptive
SWOT analysis regarding XYZ Ltd. (XYZ Ltd, 2014)
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SWOT Analysis

Please Contact assignment.lk for more information &
100% Non-Plagiarized Assignments

Strengths


Weaknesses

Powerful synergy with ACL cables



PLC


Less profitability compares to the
competitors

Strong capital base as a public quoted



company

Depend on Limited range of product
categories



ISO 9001&14001 certified company



Over dependence on one key supplier



Modern



Export manufacturing company



Comparatively less effort to come up

laboratory

facilities

and

machinery


IWMA membership

with innovations-Inadequate research



Internationally accepted standards and

and development.

technology

apply

for

production



system


Inability to find additional funding
options

Awarded by many other recognitions



Inadequate financing

such as –Excellence of environmental



Internal

system compliance, gold award for

operating

problems-high

amount of waste

good HR practices, gold award for
annual SLIM brand excellence


World renowned supplier base



Local and foreign customer baseespecially local government related
customers and European market



Island

wide

coverage

of

retail

businesses


Well experienced CEO and director
board



Modern central warehouse



Multi skilled workforce
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Opportunities


Threats

Favorable government policy changes



to make external stability


Government institutes act as major

infrastructure- CEB, SLT, Government



in

development



projects

Volatility

of

copper

prices

and

Down pressure on cable prices and

demand due to global uncertainties.


Financial and technical support provide
by the IWMA



as

profit margins as a result of decreasing

launch by the government


market

increasing oil prices in global market

railway
Increase

global

economic instability

market of the company In developing



Uncertainty of

Threats come from environmental
emission related regulations



Threat of product or processes being

Government make allocations yearly

outdated or replaced by imported

for development of SME s.(Grants)

innovations.



Low labor cost



Additional 28%duty imposed on cable
imports



Unfavorable movements in exchange
rates



Steadily diminishing low labor cost
advantage



Threat

from

new

entrants

and

competitor’s products


Cost of getting payments from contract
based institutional customers

Analysis of the business using comparative measures of performance

There are few cable manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka which act as competitors for XYZ
. Those are Sierra cables PLC, ACL cables PLC, Ruhunu cables (Pvt.) Ltd and KM cables. In
Sri Lanka 70%of the local cable market have acquired by the ACL Cables. 35% Out of that
have acquired by the Kelani cable PLC as a subsidiary of ACL cables. Remaining 30% of the
local market have acquired by other competitors. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
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Business model of the Kelani cable Ltd is a business to business model as customers of the
company consist with cable whole sellers, retailers, construction companies or service
providing companies. (Healeas, at all, 2010)
Key performance indicators describe how effectively a company has achieved its key business
objectives. There are key performance indicators related to sales, marketing, finance, and
supply chain. In XYZ these key performance indicators can elaborate as follows.
Key performance indicators, benchmark and ratio analysis theory applications in comparative
analysis of XYZ PLC. ACL Cable PLC is the industry leader of cable manufacturing industry
in Sri Lanka and comparative analysis carries out by comparing performance of ACL Cable
and Kelani Cable PLC.
Sales
Sales growth of the company can be measured. It is about percentage at which company’s sales
revenue is increasing or decreasing. Sales revenue of KCL for the year of 2014 is Mn.5232 and
Mn.6204 for the year of 2015. Sales revenue of the company has increased by 18.6%.Sales
revenue has exceed 200 Million than the target set for the year. Out of that export sales has
grown by 50%.
Sales opportunities
Institutional sales

35%

Retail segment

30%

Rest of the sales consist with exports & specialized clients on project demand
Gross profit of the company is Mn.866 for the year of 2014 and Mn.1023 for the year of 2015.
Gross profit of the company has increased by 18.1%.
Financial key performance indicators and benchmarking
Liquidity position
When considering the liquidity position KCL it is nessacery to give concentration on current
asset ratio. Current assets ratio for KCL is 2.1.But in past five years KCL has recorded high
current ratio than in present. Any way current ratio is already higher than the theoretical
standards and KCL has sufficient market liquidity. When considering competitor’s (ACL
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Cables PLC) current ratio, it is in 1.8. KCL has a good ability of meeting short term obligations
than the ACL which consider as the market leader.

Efficiency of Kelani Cable PLC
Turnover ratios are calculated to measure the efficiency. Working capital turnover for the
Kelani Cable is 3. Assets turnover ratio is 2.2. Accounts receivable turnover is about speed of
debt collection of the company and it has increased from previous year. But KCL is efficient
than ACL in credit management. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
Profitability of Kelani cable PLC
Gross profit margin of Kelani cable PLC for the year 2014 is 16.6%.It is more than the previous
year but lower than the average of past five years. ACL cables PLC as a competitor recorded
16.8% gross profit margin. Net profit margin is also lower than to the competitor’s ratio. Return
on equity of the XYZ for the year 2014 is 9.6% but in ACL cables PLC, it is recorded as
7.47%.
Leverage of Kelani cable PLC
Companies’ leverage can be measured by debt to equity ratio and interest coverage. This ratio
measures the financial health of the company and help to have an idea about financing methods
of the company. Interest coverage ratio describes the companies’ ability to make interest
payments from its operating income. It is 7.5 times for KCL, But 3.4 times for ACL. So the
Kelani cable has proper mix of Capital. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
Valuation of XYZ PLC
Earnings per share and the dividend per share is measured to value the companies. Earnings
per share for the KCL are Rs.10.46 while it is 7.37 for ACL. Then the market value per share
is Rs.80 for KCL while it is Rs.61 for ACL in 2014.It shows that value of XYZ PLC is greater
than the ACL cables PLC. (Healeas, at all, 2010
XYZ PLC has to find more options to increase the profitability of the company.
Porter’s five forces analysis for the cable manufacturing industry in Sri Lanka
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This is major tool which support to carry out comparative analysis in between industry players
in order to identify where the firm operates in the industry. And also five forces analysis will
help to develop new strategies to create competitive edge which confirms company’s long term
survival. This analysis will help to identify strategic advantages for the XYZ what are the
strategies to be followed to overcome the competition.

Degree of rivalry
Cable manufacturing company takes a form of monopolistic competition. There are significant
number of companies but ACL cables has captured a majority of market share. So the market
is said to be highly concentrated. In cable manufacturing, a company need to make huge fixed
investment in machinery, laboratory and to comply with other required standards. Existing
company may difficult to exit from the industry though there are no other barriers to exit from
the industry. And also existing firms gain economies of scale. Cables can be differentiated
according to customer’s needs but cables for similar requirement cannot be differentiated. But
it is able to add features to increase the quality and safety. Industry growth is slow in cable
manufacturing in Sri Lanka as a developing country and initial huge capital requirement and
availability of knowledge. Storage cost is not as high as products are not perishable.
There is low switching cost in prices. But in safety and quality there can be high switching cost
to customer. Rivals are diverse as there are local rivals and foreign rivals.
So the degree of rivalry is exists in significant level but no more high.
Threat of Substitutes
There are no substitutes for cables and there is no threat from substitutes.
Buyer Power
There are few buyers such as construction companies, telecommunication companies, and
electricity providing companies who depend on few suppliers. There are local and foreign
buyers for XYZ and some other cable manufacturers. They have significant bargaining power.
One buyer may buy significant amount of products. Products threaten by backward integration
and also switching cost of buyers is significant.
Supplier power
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There are few suppliers in cable manufacturing industry and high volume ordered from one
supplier. Inputs cannot highly differentiate. Inputs are highly impact on cost of products. As
well as switching cost of suppliers is high as lose of economies of scale. There are no substitutes
of inputs in cable manufacturing. There is a threat of forward integration. Cost related to total
purchases in the industry is high.

Barriers to Entry
Although there are duty barriers imposed by the government to limit import competitors, there
are no certain barriers imposed by the government to enter in to market by new local
companies. There is a barrier from knowledge requirement. Main barrier is the assets
specificity; it means new entrants should have ability to acquire specialized technology,
equipment and plants. New entrants have to incur huge cost on fixed assets. So there is
significant barrier to entry. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
According to five forces analysis degree of rivalry is significant, No threat of substitute,
Buyer’s power is high, supplier’s power is high and barriers to entry is significant.
Appropriate actions to overcome the identified weaknesses in the business

According to the comparative analysis tools many weaknesses related to the XYZ could be
identified as stated under the weaknesses in SWOT analysis.


According to profitability ratio analysis XYZ has less profitability compared to its
competitors such as ACL cables. Less profitability is less ability to earn profits. As a
listed manufacturing company it can be occurs as a result of competition in the market
as identified in five forces analysis. XYZ have to increase its performance immediately
in future. It is essential to concern on operating cost reduction. Improve the resource
accessibility and launch new promotional campaigns to improve marketing activities.
As well as it is essential to ensure effective recruitment process which makes
recruitment benefits rather than retaining cost



Depend on limited range of products may unfavorable for the company. ACL as
industry leader involve in producing wide product range including plastic products
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rather than depending on cables and lightning. Kelani cable also has the capacity and
resources to expand the product line to new electric products.


Over dependence on one key supplier is a major reason for increase in purchasing cost.
And also there is a possibility of providing outdated inputs. To overcome that weakness
company need to discuss with new suppliers, make agreements and being up to date
with suppliers’ developments. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)



As an export focus manufacturing company Kelani Cable PLC need to expose to
different government rules and regulations. And also affects by political instability and
exchange rate volatility in each country. Company may have to incur huge cost to get
rid from negative consequences from those country specific changes. So it is essential
to monitor the current and prospective rules and regulations and asses the likelihood of
impacts constantly.



XYZ has been depending only on cables and lightning for a long term. It shows lack
of concentration on innovations. Company has to incur additional cost on improving
research and development activities and to develop a culture which enables continuous
improvements.



According to the balance sheet it can identify that the company’s main financing
sources are the selling share in Colombo stock exchange and getting bank loans.
Finance expenses have doubled in 2015 than the previous year. But the company have
more involved in acquiring property plant and other intangible assets. So the company
can lease mortgage and small business administration loans. Important thing is the
company need to find more options for investment such as debentures.



Though the company has deployed practices for control operational cost by minimizing
the waste, there should be proper plan for that. In order to fulfill the objective effectively
the company can take additional step to create lean manufacturing environment within
the company.

Ways in which existing performance could be maintained and strengthened

There are number of strengths, opportunities and threats of XYZ PLC could be identified in
SWOT analysis. It is essential to concern on ST strategies which concern on use the firm’s
strengths to avoid or reduce the impact of external threats.
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Kelani cable PLC has strong power with synergy of market leader. Both companies
collectively can make agreements with global suppliers to supply copper for exchange
rate changes excluded initially agreed price.



Invest more and strengthen research and development to increase the quality and safety
of cables.



Strengthen ethical culture and improve the effectiveness of internal controls. As well
as setting objectives considering environment and plans to mitigate the negative
impacts.



Maintain a proper collaboration with the government and influence against competitive
imports.



Maintain proper relationship with media to promote the company by communicating
achievements to the society as well as to present issues face by the industry.



Allocate more on get further technical assistance from IWMA



Launch more training and development programs and allow employees to get
internationally accepted knowledge by giving scholarships for training abroad.



Invest in machinery to avoid from disadvantage coursed by diminishing low cost of
labor.

New areas in which the business could be expanded

Competition in the industry will badly affect to the Company and it is nessacery to
closely monitor and review the performance of competitors and should formulate new
strategies when nessacery or revise existing strategies.


Invest in new product development rather than depending on existing product portfolio



Strengthen the distribution channel



Develop quality training programms for employees



Market development by accessing new local and foreign market segments



Develop lean manufacturing system



Concern on forward integration with suppliers
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Task 2- SME Business plan

Assessment of existing Business objectives and plans

Marketing objectives
Marketing strategy of the company expect to achieve the objectives such as increase the brand
revenue and profit, to consolidate the market leadership position in the domestic cable industry,
Enhance the brand awareness. But Promotional methods have not planned as sufficient as to
achieve these marketing objectives. Its promotion mix limited to word of mouth publicity, CSR
and advertising.
Marketing plans
Company plans to send managers to special training on KPI s to set objectives, Sales &
marketing team attend outbound training for team building and customer focusing, Plans for
personal development, Guest speaker program to share the best practices of other companies.
HRM objectives
To comply with labor laws and regulations in the country and acquiring best people. Develop
existing people and employee recognition is also objectives.
HRM Plans
Develop formal policy framework ensure fair treatment for all. Create result oriented culture.
Yearly appraise the performance and organize in-house and external training programs, Pursue
self-development under the company’s education assistance. Create continuous improvement
culture. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
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Operational objectives
To make efficiency in business operations, confirm the assets safeguarding, Prevent from fraud
and errors and comply with laws and regulations will be the operational objectives
Operational plans
Develop an effective internal control system to ensure above objectives. Develop risk
management plan to mitigate negative impacts of each risk.
Revise business plans to incorporate appropriate changes

Marketing plans should be revised by including proper promotional mix and including
expanded distribution channels. Including plans for new product development match with
customers’ requirements and to fulfill the marketing gaps in order to increase the profitability.
It is need to include steps to be taken to enter and position the brand in new marketing segments.
HRM Plan should be revised by including quality training methods which can be given to
employees. (Healeas, at all, 2010
Operational plan should be revised by including designing lean manufacturing system in the
company.
Supply chain management plan should include plans for finding low-cost suppliers
Action plan to implement the changes

Develop proper promotion mix
1. Consider the stage of the product lifecycle- XYZ is in the maturity stage
2. Concern on the nature of the product- Cables are form of an industrial product
3. Concern on the available budget for promotional activities
4. Concern on cultural differences- When promote the product in foreign countries
product’s features need to communicate clearly. Adjust advertisements to match with
different cultures.
5. Asses the promotional methods of competitors
6. Select methods such as personal selling, sponsorship, online selling, personal relations
and sales promotions as promotional methods.
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Develop New Products
1. Carry out Market survey to identify needs and market gaps in electronic and electrical
items
2. Identify features and Benefits that should be there in the electric product which not meet
by the features of competitor products
3. Carry out researches to identify techniques to be used in developing the certain product
4. Identify Quality suppliers to get raw material
5. Develop the product
6. Test the product through face to face or online surveys before launching
7. Rank the characteristics according to the importance of target market
8. Launch the product with proper promotional mix
Identify new markets
1. Analyze markets in profitable countries
2. Concern on developing proper marketing mix
3. Target and position the product
Including quality training methods such as attend employees to international level training
programmes. (Manufacturing training program of General Cable)
1. Discuss with General Cable about training employees under the programme
2. Send applications
3. Allocate budget needed to send employees for the training programme
Designing lean manufacturing system
1. Value stream mapping
2. Lean baseline assessment
3. Training a “Critical mass” of employees
4. Make specific changes to address bottlenecks by Kaizen teams
5. Value stream planning
Impact of the proposed changes on the business and its personnel
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After involved in new product development it may wider the product range supply to market
and increases the firm’s profitability. Employees can get different kind of knowledge and
experience regarding innovative product. Existing employees may be specialized in existing
product. They may face on difficulties. And also competitors may copy the new product.
Promotional mix may require having additional people in the marketing staff and it may incur
additional cost. But it enhances the profitability of the company by creating brand loyalty.
When the company try to provide for new market it may has to face to huge competition. As
well as experienced workers need to recruit additional workers to manage exports who have
good knowledge about country’s requirements.
After having international level training employees will become valuable people for the
company and loyalty also build in employee’s mind. Quality of the products will increase. But
company has to incur huge cost on training. But there is a risk of leave employees from the
company after having the training. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
Lean manufacturing will increase operational efficiency. Kaizen teams are already there in the
company and it will easy to implement. Additional cost has to incur for buying machinery.
Employees will be motivated as a result.
How the changes will be managed in the business

Financial requirements are critical for almost all the changes. Company need to find new
financing methods such as invest in debentures, get SME administrative loans, get bank loans
according to recommendations of finance manager.
When enter into new market company can follow cost leadership strategy to capture the market.
When recruiting employees it is need to ensure the right person have recruited to the new
positions. (Shanker, Melissa, and Joseph, 2009)
To retain trained employees it is essential to sign an agreement before send for the training.
Plan for risks associated with above changes.
Monitoring improvements in the performance of the business
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To monitor the performance implemented changes can use following methods


Measure expenditure for research and development as a percentage of revenue. It can
be done at the end of the accounting year that change implemented



Time and people are non-financial. But contribute more on increase the company’s
performance. The cost of those resources can be measured.



At the end of the accounting period can measure the new product sales as percentage
of sales.



Percentage of profit related to new product can also be measured



Staff satisfaction and performance can be measured through a staff satisfaction survey
& observation



Ratio analysis can be carries to benchmark the company against competitors and past
performance.



Customer satisfaction also can be measured
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